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WeaveStruct 
Software for the weaving product development 
(technical fabrics) 

Product description

With WeaveStruct, fabric structures can be calculated and visually displayed, consisting of single or 
multi-layered arrangements of warp and weft systems. 

Yarn densities and yarn diameters are displayed proportionally with any zoom required. The different 
densities of fibrous substance and the varying air content of different yarn types are considered in all 
the illustrations and calculations. Also the changing structures are shown, resulting from shifts of yarn 
densities (warp stressed - square - weft stressed) or arising by blocking areas of binding structures. 

Information on yarn counts can also be done in mm, in all metric and non-metric numbering systems. 
In addition to spinning and twisting yarns, also multi- and mono filament as well as film tapes are 
displayed. If necessary, twisting values can be entered and considered in the calculations. 

Furthermore, results can be simulated for different tensile force ratios between warp and weft system. 

The thread density settings can be changed in small steps. Thus it becomes apparent which binding 
points remain visible or hidden. Therefore, incorrect connections with multi-layer fabrics can be 
realized.  

Setting limits are visually shown by WeaveStruct and, calculated for warp and weft - separately for 
each fabric layer in multilayer structures. Furthermore, the program calculates the expected weaving 
work-in for each warp thread within the repeat and also the porosity with or without embedded air as 
well as the pore volume. Weights and fabric thickness are also indicated. 

Bindings or tying of fabric layers cause an offset of the layers to each other, in certain situations. 
These structural changes are indicated and accordingly displayed. 

A density calculation and display of tucked-in leno selvedge is available. 

A function to determine thread densities for elastic fabric is available. 

The application provides information when a weaving problem on a single warp beam due to different 
weaving-in values of warp threads appear. 

In addition, reed setting values for un-patterned and patterned reedings are calculated. Also calculated 
- and visually shown - is the arrangement of warp threads in the reed gap. The reed table can be
edited. Patterned reedings are automatically arranged symmetrically.

The development can be carried out either on a thread layer representation as well as through 
sectional drawings. In addition to flat fabrics also double pile respectively 3D-fabrics can be 
processed. Sectional drawings can be displayed both in longitudinal and transverse directions for 
binding structures that have been developed by means of the thread layer illustrations.  

WeaveStruct is designed for up to nine layers of fabric. Therefore, it is particularly suitable for the 
development of technical fabrics. 

Multiple Windows with graphical information can be opened. This allows to edit versions without 
deleting previous ones. 
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WeaveStruct contains databases for 

• fibre materials with their specifications and features (Fig. 14)

• fibre blends, which are also based on information from the fibrous material database (Fig. 15),

• yarn constructions (Fig. 16), It can single yarns, twisted yarns of the same or different
components as well as fancy yarns be processed. 2-level yarn twists can also be introduced.

• fabric structures

• reed table

All databases can be edited and added as required. Appropriate search functions are also available. 
Yarn constructions may be supplemented by test data.  

The force-length changing diagram is available after entering of test data (Fig. 17). 

All calculation results and images can be saved and printed. The graphs can be also transferred to 
other Office applications. 

As far as translations are available, the language can be selected via the menu. (Currently the 
program is available in English.) 

An extensive tutorial is available for working practice with the program. There, all functions are 
presented in animated form. So that the incorporation is easier. 

On request, additional programs (add-ins) can be applied with WeaveStruct, which can be accessed 
directly from the application. These are:  

• CalcMaster, a spreadsheet program that allows many versions of calculation (Fig. 21),

• opTex-weaving densities contains all the other known calculations of weave densities, also
for leno cloth (Fig. 24), 

• opTex-weaving load calculates the stress on warp and weft in all situations and for all weft
insertions procedures (Fig. 22 and 23).

• opTex-fabric geometry is about the weaving work-in, binding head overlaps (surface
structure), the effects of tensile forces, the shifting characteristics and the like(Fig. 26). 

• opTex-fibrous substance components determines the mixture proportions (with printing)
from the main application (Fig. 27). 

System requirements 
WeaveStruct was in a 32-bit programming for the (IBM compatible) PC created and runs under 
Windows XP, Vista and 7. A work with older operating systems is not appropriate or not possible. A 
faster processor is an advantage, a memory (RAM) 2GB is usually sufficient, but should be increased 
if necessary to 4 GB. The application is installed as a single. 

Due to the sophisticated processing of graphic elements, the computer should be equipped with a 
RAM of 1024 MB. Working with very high resolutions requires 2048 MB. A fast processor (e.g. 
Pentium III or IV) is recommended. 

The program is designed for a screen resolution of 1280 x 1024 or above. A processing under an high 
resolution is recommended. The color depth to 32 bit (true color) set. 
A need for to install a CD-ROM drive and a mouse as a pointing device. 

Changes to optimize the applications reserved 
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Fig. 5: data input for warp and weft 

Fig. 4: reed gap allocation 

Fig. 3: reed calculation 

Fig. 2: reed table 

Fig. 1: editing of a 
weave structure 
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Fig. 9 and 10: structure pictures in different thread densities 

Fig. 6: illustration of structure with calculation results 

Fig. 7: editing of a weave structure 
for a 3-layer fabric 

Fig. 8: pattern and editing 
menu  
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Fig. 11: structure picture 
shows faulty connections 
within the layers 

Fig. 12: limits for square, warp-stressed and weft-stressed thread 
settings 

Fig. 13: Adjusting of colours for the 
layers 
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Fig. 14: database with fibrous 
substance table 

Fig. 15: database for fibrous substance mixtures Fig. 16: database for yarn developments 
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Fig. 17: force-length changing diagram 

Fig. 18: Development of a flat fabric 
by means of sectional drawings. 

Fig. 19: Development of a double 
pile respectively 3D-fabric by means 
of sectional drawings.  
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Fig. 20a and b: 3-layer fabric, with 
and without offset of layer 

Fig. 21: calculation with CalcMaster 
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Fig. 22: 

 opTex-weaving load 
weaving load of warp 

Fig. 23: opTex- weaving load: 
weaving load of weft 

Fig. 24: opTex-weave densities: 
leno cloth 
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Fig. 25: calculation of laid-in 
selvedge 

Fig. 26: opTex-fabric geometry 

Editing of weaving work-in, binding head overlaps, tensile 
force ratios, shift characteristics and others 
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Fig. 27: opTex- fibrous substance components 

Determination of mixture proportions from the data of 
WeaveStruct. 
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